
 Type  Silver mirror, aluminum mirror, mirror of the
security and furniture Mirror etc.

 Size  Your demad

 Thinckness  2 mm, 3 mm. 4 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm, 12
mm, 15 mm

 Color  Erase, bronze, Euro-grey, dark blue, light blue, dark
green, light green, etc.

 
 Material

 Top quality float glass, double coated by FENZI
brand waterproof painted

 Property  Clear and precise images, acid-resistance, moisture
resistance

 Benefits
1. smooth float glass for mirror
2. excellent optical performance
3. stable chemical stability

 Application 1. decorations, furniture.
2. the bathroom mirror, make up mirror

 Oblique Details Of  Round edge (also named C-edge, pencil edge), flat
edge, bevel edge, Golf etc

 Main customers  IKEA, B & Q, Wal-Mart, etc

 Packaging
1. seaworthy wooden boxes with silk paper between
each sheet
2. iron-belt for the strengthening of

 Payment terms  30% T/T in advance and 70% againts b/l copy
 Delivery  Within 15 days of receipt of the deposit
The main use of bathroom wall mirror is the perfect clothes and decoration. The predominantly
feature includes with LED lighting, anti-mist, explosion-proof, waterproof, touch switch and others.
Hotels, bars, restaurant, home and other places of the bathroom, bedroom, toilet and other places
are all suitable for it. The switch of the touchscreen is at the bottom of the mirror, making it easy to
anti-fog, lighting and other functions can determine. More convenient and beautiful, it can make
your home bathroom or hotel toilet. Please upgrade your bathroom, ingenious design, useful
features and high clear mirror will shine your life at this time.



More information:

1. hotel bathroom mirror is future trend of modern bathroom, especially
in hotels and public places.

2. size, design, sandblasting, all can be customized at no extra cost
compared to regular models.

3. we can ontwasemer path, radio, mp3, tv, digital clock or other
functional components add on the mirror.

4. If you need sample for production, you can find; If you need custom
sample according to drawing, we can also supply.

5. factory direct sales are factory prices, quality is strictly controlled by
the factory, we make sure all products are qualified before delivery.



Waterproof silver mirror has been widely used all over the world. It is
produced with high-quality clear float glass and two layers of gray,
bronze, green or other colors of Italy FENZI paint.



1. we can according to your request for the processing of products

2. excellent before and after sales service.

3. details of update via e-mail during the production of the order.
Yujing can mirror to fit into any space.

If you want to know more about our products and our company, please do
not hesitate to contact us in any time.



1. the surface of the mirror is clear and crisp, clear and true-to-life image.

2. the plating layer is rigid and bond and the protective layer impregnable
with good erosion resistance.

3. high quality clear float glass and high-tech equipment combine to
produce pleasant feeling mirrors of

exceptionally high quality.

4. shape: round, oval, rectangle, arch, and other shape as you need.

5. mirror are available in silver or aluminum and grab all the atmospheric
conditions.



our service : 
10 years experiences on glass and mirror manufacture and export.
Top quality glass with ce/iso certificate export to all over the world.
uniquely designed strong wooden crates, solve problems in the
breakup.
full range of flat glass offer, offer a one-stop shop purchase.
professional team of sales, offering personal and dedicated services.

Yujing Group was established in June 2006, specialized in production
and distribution of products of glass and mirror, Qingdao Yujing
Fanyu Trading Co., Ltd is a subsidiary of a company of the group,
mainly in charge of exporting the business based on our own
factories.

Our main products are glass, mirrors and further processing of



mirrors:
♥ Mirror series consists of:
1. large silver mirror
2. copper-free and lead-free mirror
3. aluminum mirror
4. tinted mirror etc.
♥ Deep processing mirrors series consists of:
1. Security mirror
2. wall mirror
3. make-up mirror
4. the bathroom mirror
5. furniture mirror etc.
♥ Glass series consists of:
1. Tempered/toughened glass
2. clear float glass
3. extra clear glass
4. window glass
5. tinted float glass
6. pattern glass
7. painted glass etc.
♥ Deep processing fabrication capability includes:
1. CNC (Computerized Numerical Control) cutting
2. edge polishing
3. Bevel
4. hole drill
5. lamination
6. tempering, etc.
With over 10 years experience in production, research and
development of glass and mirror products, approved by ISO 9001,
ISO 14001, KS, CCC, SGS, TUV etc., Qingdao Yujing Fanyu Trading
Co., Ltd has the confidence to deliver the highest quality products
and service to our customers, and become your long term partner.

We will try our best to serve you!




